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Abstract: 

Generally Deaf and dumb people use sign language for communicat ing with each others, but they have difficulty in 

communicat ing with those who don’t understand sign language. Our project is to lower this barrier in their communication. Here 

we use a Wireless data glove fixed with flex sensors on each of the fingers. Usually sig n language provides sign for whole words. 

It can also provide sign for letters to make words that don’t have sign in the sign language. The working of flex sensors are  based 

on their variation in resistance. Their resistance changes depending on the amount  of flexion experienced by the sensor. The 

responses of the sensors are given to the microcontroller, here the device will recognize the sign language for Alphabets and 

Numbers, and it will display the message in the LCD display and speak it aloud. With th e help of embedded system, developing a 

translator for sign language will assist in reducing the communication gap between speech and hearing impaired people and 

normal people. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Communicat ion is the most important part of the life. About 

nine billion people dumb in this world. Loss of hearing and 

speech can cause people to be lonely and isolated in this 

world. This cause a worse effect in their both social and 

working life. The advancement of embedded system, provides 

a space for designing and developing a translator for sign 

language to assist in reducing the communication gap between 

speech and hearing impaired people and normal people. Hand 

gesture technique is a way to communicate between impaired 

and normal people. There proposes different models to 

recognize these languages. There commonly using American 

Sign Language (ASL) and Indian Sign Language (ISL). In last 

few years, there has been increased interest among researches 

in this field of sign language to found a most efficient device 

for deaf people. Finding an expert interpreter for day to day 

activities is very difficult and unaffordable. Hence for ease of 

communicat ion between impaired and normal people there 

employed various electronics and digital methods. Sign is 

non-verbal form of language uses gestures to convey our 

thoughts. For this a particular movement of the hands with a 

specific shape made out of them. After processing, 

corresponding audio is produced. Signs are used to 

communicate words and sentences to audience. We make use 

of sign speak glove which is a normal, cloth glove fixed with 

flex sensors along the length of each finger and thumb. Output 

from the sensor is processed by the micro controller and is 

transmitted through wireless communication, which will 

receive in the receiver section. The microcontroller and sensor 

used data glove helps to lower the communication gap 

between speech and hearing impaired people and normal 

person. This paper contains the map to develop the Sign 

speak. It gives the related works, exp lains the system 

architecture, characteristics and operations of each of the 

components in the system architecture. Provides the 

applications and future works, of this device.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The Related Works Using the concept Sign language 

conversion, few attempts have been made in the past to 

recognize the Sign language made using hands but with 

limitat ions of recognition rate and time which include:  

 

i) Gesture based HCI and sign language recognition using 

Kinect Sensor A group of students from Jawahar Education 

Society’s Institute of Technology, Management and Research, 

Dhanashri Chaudhari, Chandani Patil, Mohini Magar, 

Gayathri Pagar demonstrated their project in  ‘Gesture based 

HCI and sign language recognition using Kinect Sensor’, this 

can be work in 2 ways. In first way it helps to talk to impaired 

person to normal person. The actions of impaired persons will 

be taken using Kinect camera. Then it d isplays corresponding 

skeleton. It is used to calculate the distance with respect to 

spinal cord; This gives numeric values when user performs 

gestures. If match is found corresponding audio will be 

generated. If not so actions can be added to database. In 

second case audio can be converted to text and sign. In this 

audio will be recorded using Kinect camera through 

microphones. This audio is transferred to text and matching 

images. The main drawback of this system is, it is not at all 

easy to handle. We should always need to carry a camera 

along with us where ever we go.  

 

ii) CMOS camera based conversion 

CMOS camera trans mits image data by UART serial port. The 

UART performs serial-to-parallel conversions on data 

received from a device and the parallel-to-serial conversion is 

done on the data received from the Microcontroller. Hand 

gestures were detected using CMOS camera there are 3 steps  

- Capturing the image of the gesture  

- Edge detection of that image  

- Peak detection of that image  

 

 

iii) Leaf switches based glove   

Leaf switches are similar to normal switches but these are 

designed in such a way that when pressure is applied on the 

switch, the two ends come into contact and the switch will be 

closed. They are placed on the each fingers of the glove. There 

will be two  of them p laced on one finger so that the two 

terminals of the switch come into contact when the finger is 
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bent. The open and closed value of the switch is referred for 

the conversion.   Disadvantage: After prolonged usage, the 

switch instead of being open when the finger is straight, it will 

be closed resulting in improper trans mission of gesture. 

 

iv) Copper Plate based glove   

In this project they fix the copper plate on the palm as ground. 

The copper plates will indicate a voltage level of logic 1 in the 

resting position. When the copper strips placed on the fingers 

come in contact with the ground plate on the palm, the voltage 

associated with them is drained and the voltage level will 

indicate logic 0. Disadvantage: The using of copper plates in 

the glove will make the glove bulky, so it is unsuitable to use 

for a long time.  

 

v) Flex Sensor based glove  

In this project they fix the flex sensors on the gloves, which 

will help here to .Flex refers to bend or curve .Sensors are 

transducers which converts physical energy into electrical 

energy. Flex Sensors are resistive sensors which changes its 

resistance according to the change in the curvature of it into 

analog voltage.   This is a based approach which consists of 

using flex sensors to take in physical values for processing. 

 

vi)Hand Sign Interpreter 

The students Ajinkya Raut, Vineeta singh, Vikrant Rajput, 

Ruchika Mahale from Pune,”Hand sign interpreter” [1], they 

used  Glove based method, that had sensor  devices for 

digitizing hand and finger motions. This is similar to [4]. 

Mainly system hardware consists of an accelerometer and 

Flex sensor attached to the glove which are input devices. The 

output from the flex sensor is converting to voltage signal 

using voltage divider. The signals  from input devices will g ive 

to voltage divider and then processor (heart of the 

system).Here five sensors were used. Accelerometer works on 

the gravity concept. Further the accelerometer output and 

voltage signal will give to ADC (analog to digital converter)of 

the processor. Sensor output will continuously monitor. The 

audio files previously recorded in the memory IC (which act 

as both input and output device) for the different hand signals. 

Processor checks the output from sensor and accelerometer  

and then checks the ADC count in the lookup table if  an 

audio signal is there then fetch from the memory  ,provided to 

the amplifier, thus  to speaker. LCD displays the 

corresponding text. 

Disadvantage: This can modified to wireless one actually it is 

not disadvantage 

 

vii) Mult iple sign language translation into voice message 

A group of engineering students Hussana Johar R.B, Priyanka 

A, Revathi Amrut M S, Suchitha K and Sumana K J did their 

project in ‘Multiple Sign Language Translation into Voice 

Message’. This system cons ists of AT-Xmega 2560 

microcontroller. It consists of flex sensors which are 

fabricated with resistive material which varies depending on 

the bend. There uses 5 flex sensors and they are located on 

each of the finger. To differentiate the words module they uses 

3-axis accelerometer which are x, y, z axis tilts. For still more 

efficient character recognition they had used 9 contact sensors. 

There have 26 alphabets and commonly they use 10 numbers 

i.e. 1-10 in ASL. A ll the numbers and alphabets are of 

different orientation. It will be continuously scanning 8 analog 

channels at the resolution of 14 bit. This scanning method is 

called successive approximat ion type scanning. ADC value 

received by the microcontroller can be used for comparison 

and processing. For each character it checks ADC and tilted 

value with and then recognizes the corresponding characters. 

That information will be conveyed to the other users with text 

to voice convertor and LCD it view the information and same 

process will be repeated all the time. This work in 2modes i.e. 

Alphabet mode and the Number mode. Here they used a 

switch to transit one mode to another. 

 

viii) Eigen vector approach for gesture to text conversion 

This project was implemented using Eigen vector approach 

for gesture to text conversion. Eigen vectors were provided 

with the direction along which the linear transformation acts 

by stretching, compressing. The Eigen vector and Eigen value 

are the functions of linear transformations.  Here they are 

using 4 methods. The fore methods are gesture recognition, 

the approach of skin colour segmentation, gesture extraction 

and corresponding matching is analysed. Then the output text 

converts into the voice which stored in the database. In gesture 

recognition sign is captured using high resolution web camera 

and then we have to specify the format for v ideo otherwise a 

default value will be taken. The second phase is skin filtering 

that differentiates human body objects on the basis of skin 

colour pixels from the non-skin colours pixels. Image captured 

in the form of RBG. It’s converted into the HSV image by 

using this method. 

 
 

Where δ= (MAX-MIN), MAX=max(R,B,G) 

MIN=min(R,B,G) 

 After that feature will be extracted and corresponding gesture 

will be matched and given as output. This system is efficient 

for hand movements, face gestures recognition etc. 

 

ix) Dig ital Vocalizer 

Another student Kiran R, College of Engineering Trivandrum, 

India, designed a system gesture vocalizer that is main ly  

consist of Sensors (flex) and accelerometer  will p laced on 

Dumb person’s hand, and a microcontroller for converting 

hand gestures to audio as well as visual data. Flex sensor will 

detect the bending of fingers, accelerometer for getting 

orientation of hand, audio processor chip for storing and 

playing the corresponding audio file and also LCD display for 

displaying the messages. It is same as [1]. 

 Drawback: this system can be used only for partial sign 

language because in this project he used 2 flex sensors only 

(thumb and index finger).  Another drawback of the system is 

only the cost, one can make the  system is portable and handy 

by  adding wireless features 

 

x) Sign to voice using PIC microcontroller 

Senior assistant professor Manikandan .R from school of 

computing, SASTRA university, Tamilnadu, India designed a 

system same as [1][2]. Only d ifference is the PIC 

microcontroller, this method is more precise on the hand 

movement and different languages can be installed without 

modifying the code in PIC microcontroller .And another 
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difference is it uses wireless communication unit by adding 

Bluetooth on the system 

 

Advantages: system efficiency is increased by PIC 

microcontroller, Bluetooth enable long distance 

communicat ion. 

 

xi) ASL interpreter 

Another group of students from pune university are Kunal 

kadam, Rucha ganu and ankita bhosekar  designed  a system 

that  help us to convert the sign language to text as well as  

English alphabet  to American Sign Language(ASL)  by 

provided with  keypad and LCD display.if one wants to learn 

ASL then select learn mode type english alphabet using 

keypad and corresponding sign language will display on the 

LCD .LCD acutally teach us to how much or less bend fingers 

to  get  correct hand gesture .Other mode is same as [1][2][3]. 

xii) Hand Talk  

 

A group of engineering students at Carnegie Mellon 

University, Bhargav Bhat, Hemant Sikaria, Jorge L. Meza and 

Wesley Jin demonstrated their project „Hand Talk‟ a sensor 

equipped glove that translates finger and hand gestures into 

spoken words. This is the first demonstrator model to show 

the functionality based on a limited vocabulary of 32 words. 

Sensors in the glove pick up gestures and transmit the data 

wirelessly via Bluetooth to a cell phone which runs Text to 

Speech software. The sensor data are converted first into text 

and then to voice output. A person not knowledgeable in Sign 

language can listen via the cell phone what the other person is 

saying in Sign language form. The main advantage with this 

design was its simplicity and the cheap components these 

students used to create this amazing and truly interactive glove 

that could help to improve greatly the communication barrier 

between deaf persons and people. 

 

III. CONCLUS ION 

From the survey, there are two types of methods to convert 

sign language to voice and text which are image processing 

and glove method. In case of   image processing only 80% of 

chances to success for the result because the skin colour and 

background will effect. But in the case of glove method which 

uses PIC microcontroller, Zigbee transmitter and receiver, flex 

sensor which will more effectively convert the sign language 

to audio and video output so that communication gap between 

normal people and dumb people will decrease.We concluded  

that more effective way is  using flex sensor glove  which help 

the impaired people to communicate with others . 
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